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In the prevention and control of the new crown pneumonia epidemic, the traditional emergency
management system is restricted by the information exchange between multiple subjects, and in the actual
process, its coordination is relatively poor. To this end, the establishment of an emergency management
system for the prevention and control of new coronary pneumonia based on a multi agent cooperation
mechanism is proposed. Establish different cooperation models between the subjects involved in the
prevention and control of the new crown pneumonia epidemic, adjust the effectiveness of emergency
tasks for the emergency tasks between different subjects, and build a prevention and control emergency
management system based on the principle of the shortest time or the least resource utilization. Realize
collaboration and cooperation between the various subjects. The experimental results show that the
constructed emergency management system for the prevention and control of the new crown pneumonia
epidemic based on a multi agent cooperation mechanism has less running time and high task completion
in practical applications. Compared with the traditional emergency management system, its coordination
is stronger.
Key words: Multi agent cooperation mechanism, novel coronavirus pneumonia, epidemic prevention and
control, emergency management system

Although the new crown pneumonia epidemic has
been under control, it has not yet completely resolved.
Emergency management based on multiple entities
has become a current research focus. The new crown
pneumonia epidemic is a public emergency. A high
level and effective emergency management system for
public emergencies includes a complete organizational
structure[1]. In previous studies, due to the dynamics
and complexity of emergencies, there are problems of
decentralized departments, decentralized materials, and
poor dynamic coordination among multiple entities.
With the assistance of emergency management systems,
some problems can be effectively solved[2]. However,
the traditional emergency management system, in the
face of the current outbreak of new crown pneumonia
epidemic, which has a strong and wide range, involves
more subjects in the management system, and is
restricted by the information exchange between the
subjects. In the actual application process, multiple
subjects are involved. Coordination is extremely poor,
and in the face of emergencies, it is difficult to play

the role of coordination among multiple subjects[3-5].
Therefore, an emergency management system for the
prevention and control of the new crown pneumonia
epidemic with a multi agent cooperation mechanism is
proposed to solve the problems existing in the above
mentioned traditional emergency management system.
In the novel coronavirus pneumonia epidemic prevention
and control emergency management, the original social
system structure is broken. The main body of emergency
management is increasing gradually and the main
body can only adapt to each other through information
interaction between each other, and ultimately achieve
a coordinated action[6]. With the increase of the number
of subjects, the difficulty of coordination increases
significantly, and the number of collaborative subjects
is related to the type of emergency. In the face of
unexplained emergencies, more subjects are involved,
and coordination is more difficult[7]. Therefore, the
cooperation mode based on multi agent cooperation
mechanism is established in emergency management.
When the relationship between the subjects is the
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upper and lower levels, the command execution mode
is the main one. In this mode, the upper level issues
clear instructions, and the lower levels execute them in
accordance with the instructions, and apply them within
the administrative system, which can effectively deal
with emergencies event[8]. The instruction execution
mode is not a one way mode. When the lower level
finds a problem during the execution of the instruction,
it will promptly report it to the higher level department
and request decision support to help the higher level
department make more accurate decisions[9]. In the
face of emergencies under the new crown pneumonia
epidemic, there are two organizational foundations
for the instruction execution model, one is in the
bureaucratic organization, and the other is in the
command organization temporarily established during
the emergency[10]. The novel coronavirus pneumonia
outbreak is the fuse of emergencies. Only when we have
a thorough understanding of the causes, transmission
mode, diagnosis and treatment, we can alleviate the
epidemic as soon as possible[11]. In this case, the assistant
decision model can help the professional institutions
and decision making institutions to carry out better
collaboration. This mode is mainly used in the case
of limited local professional strength, to establish this
mode of cooperation between the central government
departments and the local government. In the entire
process of emergency management for the prevention
and control of the new crown pneumonia epidemic,
the instructions of the higher level government have
clear action plans and principled content. In the actual
management process, the local government needs
to follow basic policies and continuously improve in
practice. This requires innovation, support for learning
mode. The innovation learning model mainly occurs
between peer level organizations. In the prevention and
control of the epidemic, different regions have different
governance measures in the face of new coronary
pneumonia. The innovation learning model helps
different regions or different organizations to learn from
each other. Situation, further strengthen the prevention
and control of the new crown pneumonia epidemic,
and improve the emergency management level of
prevention and control in various regions[12]. The whole
process of emergency management requires the overall
arrangement of the decision making department,
mobilize various social resources in the emergency
process, and form a situation of multi-party cooperation
in order to realize the efficient and reasonable allocation
of emergency resources[13]. This requires the support of
the overall planning cooperation model, which should
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be applied in the practice of emergency management
to strengthen cooperation between the government and
social organizations. Under the new crown pneumonia
epidemic, in the face of emergencies, both financial
support and human support are needed. Through the
overall planning cooperation model, the deployment
of human resources and material resources can be
effectively coordinated, and the government can fully
mobilize it under the overall planning and give full play
to the enthusiasm and professionalism of all subjects,
and improve the efficiency of cooperation among all
subjects. Novel coronavirus pneumonia prevention
and control emergency management requires not only
the coordination between the government and social
organizations, but also the coordination between the
government and enterprises. The government and
enterprises are the main body of the market transaction
mode, and the market subject may be the victim of the
epidemic situation or the main body to deal with the
epidemic situation[14]. In the face of the epidemic, the
government may not be able to directly assume the
responsibility for the production of relevant materials
or services. Under the market transaction mode, based
on the transaction behavior, the government will
cooperate with enterprises to support the consumption
of various resources under the epidemic situation, and
ensure people’s basic life. The purpose of introducing
efficiency adjustment into the prevention and control
emergency management system is to dynamically
adjust the emergency plan according to the situation
of the event and the surrounding environment in the
process of emergency management, so as to avoid
the limitation of human and material resources due to
the interactions between the main bodies. The novel
coronavirus pneumonia outbreak may result in many
kinds of results. Dj=(j=1, 2,….., n) indicating the result
of j, the probability of occurrence pj(j=1, 2,……, n), the
plan for dealing with such events is A=(A1, A2,….., Am),
and different contingency plans have different disposal
effects for each outcome. The emergency management
adjustment project is shown in fig. 1.
When dealing with emergency tasks, the previous
emergency task may affect the next emergency task,
which leads to differences in the difficulty of the
adjustment of subsequent management work and the
results of the emergency response. The adjustment
efficiency is affected by the effect of the emergency
plan implementation, capable of different disposal
results in emergency management[15]. Suppose the
emergency resources needed to adjust the incident to the
best disposal plan after the occurrence of emergency is
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u, and the adjustment time required is t. The deviation
between the disposal result of the adjusted scheme and
the best effect is τ, and the efficiency is expressed as H.
Then in the important mileage stage Bi of emergency
management, the adjustment efficiency of event result
Dj is as formula: Hij=Hij(tij(1), uij(1), τij). If the probability
of occurrence of event result Dj is pj, then the expected
value of adjustment effectiveness of Bi is expressed
as follows: Hi=ƩpjHij(tij(1), uij(1), τij). Generally, the
result and time of performance adjustment is inversely
proportional to the resources and deviation, that is,
the smaller the resource and deviation, the better
the effect of performance adjustment. Due to the
different types of emergencies and other factors, the
disposal effect is different. Assuming that the loss
caused by the emergency is k, the disposal efficiency
Wij of the emergency plan adjusted according to
result Dj from Bi is as follows: Wij=Wij (tij(1), uij(1), kj).
pj is the probability of different disposal results, the
expected disposal efficiency is expressed as follows:
Wij=
Wij (tij(1), uij(1), kj). By adjusting the
efficiency of emergency tasks, it is ensured that under
the emergency management system for the prevention
and control of the new crown pneumonia epidemic,
the management consumes the shortest time or uses
the least resources. Under the support of multi agent
cooperation mechanism, the prevention and control
emergency management system is constructed, and
the specific content is shown in fig. 2. It can be seen
from fig. 2 that the constructed management system
contains multiple entities. In the management process,

the deployment and management of each entity is
mainly based on a multi agent cooperation mechanism.
According to the characteristics of the spread of new
coronary pneumonia, under the situation of epidemic
prevention and control, the consumption of materials is
huge. In the face of emergencies, it is very likely that
materials are limited and in short supply. Therefore,
when materials are deployed, the efficiency of the
above mentioned emergency tasks is adjusted, and the
efficiency of the deployment of materials is adjusted
with the goal of the least use of resources, to ensure
the supply of materials. In the emergency situation of
the epidemic, the deployment of human resources is
also the top priority. Faced with the characteristics of
the spread of the epidemic, the deployment of human
resources must be completed in the shortest time
while avoiding infection. In this deployment in the
method, human resources are regarded as the main
body, and with the support of a multi agent cooperation
mechanism, the efficiency of human resource
deployment tasks is adjusted to achieve the shortest
time required for deployment, and to ensure that the
entire deployment process is clear, orderly, strong
in execution, and error free. For other subjects in the
management system, the actual processing is the same
as the above, all based on the principle of the shortest
time and the least use of resources. In summary, the
new crown pneumonia epidemic prevention and control
emergency management system based on a multi agent
cooperation mechanism can do a good job of prevention
and control emergency management when fighting the
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Fig. 2: Novel coronavirus pneumonia emergency management
system

new crown pneumonia epidemic. In the experimental
research on the prevention and control emergency
management system, the cloud computing environment
is simulated to verify the practical application level
of the new crown pneumonia epidemic prevention
and control emergency management system based on
the multi agent cooperation mechanism. At the same
time, a comparative experiment is designed to compare
the proposed method with the traditional multi center
The governed prevention and control emergency
management system (method 1) and the prevention
and control emergency management system based on
digital technology (method 2) are compared under the
same experimental environment, mainly to verify the
coordination performance of different management
systems for multiple tasks. Use the CloudSim tool set
to simulate the cloud computing environment, set up
execution tasks with different numbers of subjects,
execute tasks under the action of different prevention
and control emergency management systems, and use
third party software to output experimental results.
The specific results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
The number shown in the table indicates the number
of subjects involved in the execution of the task.
Comparing the data in the observation table, it can be
seen that the proposed method of prevention and control
emergency management system faces an increase in the
number of subjects in the task, and the time required to
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perform the task has a certain increase, but the increase
is very small, and the completion of the task is 100 %.
In contrast, with method 1 and method 2, as the number
of task subjects increases, the time required to perform
the task increases significantly, and the task completion
degree decreases significantly. Method 1 is the most
obvious, with multiple changes in data. In summary,
the proposed method has better coordination when
faced with multi agent tasks and the system is better
than the traditional emergency management system
for prevention and control. The novel coronavirus
pneumonia has affected every single Chinese since its
outbreak. To deal with such unexpected events, it is an
important means to establish an emergency management
system. The novel coronavirus pneumonia emergency
management system is constructed and researched.
Based on the support of large amount of research
data and literature, a new crown pneumonia epidemic
prevention and control emergency management
system based on multi agent cooperation mechanism
is designed. After the completion of the system, a
cloud computing environment is established, and a
comparative experiment is designed, which is in deep
contrast with the traditional emergency management
system. The experimental results show that the proposed
emergency management system has high coordination,
which verifies the reliability of the method in practical
application meets the basic needs of emergency
management in the face of emergency prevention
and control at this stage and provides a reference for
the setting of emergency plans. Novel coronavirus
pneumonia is mainly considered in the current stage
of the new crown pneumonia epidemic situation. In
the face of different emergencies, there may be more
TABLE 1: TIME REQUIRED TO PERFORM TASKS
UNDER DIFFERENT PREVENTION AND CONTROL
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (S)
3
5
9
13
15

Method 1
3.94
5.62
11.25
23.49
29.35

Method 2
5.45
9.26
14.26
17.51
23.14

The proposed method
1.19
1.86
2.16
2.97
3.28

TABLE 2: TASK COMPLETION UNDER DIFFERENT
PREVENTION AND CONTROL EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (%)
3
5
9
13
15

Method 1
98.6
84.3
77.1
65.4
63.6
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Method 2
99.6
91.4
87.2
85.6
83.2

The proposed method
100
100
100
100
100
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possibilities. In the follow up study, we will conduct in
depth research on more different emergencies, expand
the scope of use of the emergency management system
and develop a higher level of emergency management
system.
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